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Answering the Questions
1. What professional networking site do you plan on maintaining?
I plan to maintain all of mine including my Facebook, LinkedIn, YouTube, personal website, and
personal blog. My website is my primary and public account for any employers, interested
professional parties, or future fans can see my history, follow closely with my education and
thought process to truly understand how I work, and keep tabs on my progress. I am already
reaching out on LinkedIn to employees of companies I would want to work with and other Full
Sailors. I plan to use these platforms to also reach out and find new groups and friends that can
help, mentor, and progress me as I can them.

2. What professional organizations do you plan on joining?
I am already an active member of the UE4 Answer Hub and many Stack Exchange websites, and
I plan to engage in some of the private groups with my degree that I can find at evens like PAX
and Game Developers Conference. I plan to use professional organizations as a powerful
networking tool to get connections and make good friendships. One of my primary goals in
networking is to learn more so how to use them as tools to meet new people. Through these
people and websites, I can find specific groups for my field and possibly even a job in my field.

3. Where do you plan on making professional contacts?
My plan is to use every resource at my disposal to ensure that I network to my fullest capabilities.
I will use Facebook, YouTube, IndieDB, ModsDB, TheGameDB, Twitter, AustinSBunker.com, my
personal blog, UE4 Answer Hub, and at conventions and meetups as often as I can find them. I
will be calling my advisor for the school as soon as I am through with Orientation to get the dates
of Full Sail’s professional gatherings and speakers. This will allow me the opportunity to meet
current and future professionals from all walks of life and enhance my understanding of gaming
and art.

4. What conferences would you like to attend? When? Why?
When I lived in Seattle, Washington, I attended PAX Prime, I believe it was 2016, and got to see
The Witcher 3 display; horses with unicorn horns, women dressed as elves, men dressed as
Geralt of Rivea, and people standing around stunned… It was amazing. My nerd began to show
and thus gave me a whole new respect for massive conventions like that. I would love to go to
Comic Con’s main gathering and PAX Prime again, and I dream of attending the GDC (game
developers conference) as not many Full Sailors are in Game Development compared to Game
Design. I am excited to learn of more events and add them to my list, as I am more of a fan of
large generalized expos rather than game specific like Mine-con. I plan to attend these after
school, as before money is very limited.

5. List three steps you will take right now to start networking.
There is an optional Student Community Association Networking Summit today at 6:00pm that I
am going to attend to open my connections and hopefully meet more Development students or
Gamer students. Our Apartments have ample Full Sailors in them, and I have been making a
point to meet the neighbors (the person directly below us attends FSU) and ask questions to see
if they attend. I also have my personal website up at AustinSBunker.com where I showcase my
college career as I go; it has been half of a month since an update because of Orientation and
the move to Florida, but it will be updated within the week. Also, I have been going out of my way
to ensure I meet people on campus and ask their career path and stories, and I have met at least
15 people and exchanged stories and words. I am enjoying networking with a group so like myself;
it is new, fresh, and warmly welcomed.
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Replies to Classmates
Response to Sean Flores
I agree with you as far as the
conferences go, I would love to
network there every year, but it is
not feasible financially. Also, I am
starting to follow a few companies I
hold interest in joining online as
well and have learned a lot! While
talking with my aunt who is a nurse,
she informed me that Epic Games
makes
the
gold
standard
equipment in the hospitals for
record keeping and a plethora of other things; that is why they are publicly traded as a medical company
and not a gaming company. On the topic of gaming, once you release that game I want to try it. I crave
feedback on my games, but no one close to me really understands the kind of feedback I am looking for,
they only take it at surface value; I think it would be awesome if I could help you out, and hey, maybe you
can help test mine! If there is one thing I have learned on my first on campus day that stands out it is the
sheer diversity of stories, backgrounds, locations, destinations, and paths at Full Sail, and completely
see where you are coming from when you say that you are excited to allow people to enlighten you in
ways that you couldn’t have been before. I would like to have been able to hear more about your path at
Full Sail and how you plan to use your Full Sail colleagues to network too.
Response to Tyler Montgomery
I got a head start as well, and it was smart
because maintaining is much easier than
creating, and LinkedIn is the best professional
website out there. My dad has been in the
Corporate Oil and Gas world for almost 30
years now without even a GED or High School
Diploma, or a 9th grade education. He is
brilliant, though, and he knows so much more
than most about his field! LinkedIn was the
only way he could get a job at points, and since
then, the contacts he made have been lifelong.
In fact, he now has many of those contacts
working for him! The groups helped especially
when he needed to get a resume out to
masses of other companies to get his name
out. I have never heard of CodeMash, but I will
look it up now because it sounds like my kind
of conference! I would like to have heard more
than what you plan to do with LinkedIn though,
maybe through school or IndieDB; albeit
LinkedIn is the best, you still want to expand
your searches to other websites, even if they
are like LinkedIn. Get your name out in the
world as much as possible so people will
remember your name and recommend it. Being vast with your searches and posts will help you manage
this task in a much more productive way that just using a singular or a couple of sources.
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Replies to Classmates Continued…
Response to Jeremiah Berryman
Instagram is a wonderful place for
an artistic type like yourself to flaunt
your unique skills and engaging with
your followers is the absolute best
way to meet and interact with people
in and out of your field; it gets your
name to all audiences. I noticed that
a period or two were missing, and it
distracted slightly from the reading.
You have a thorough source of
news with games and art, and it
sounds like you really are interested in what is going on; that is a key to being in the industry as it is
changing so much every day. That is one of the greatest parts about Full Sail, it accommodates that need
with ease and allows you to focus on what matters. Hopefully one day I might see you at E3 and we can
talk about how exciting it is and how crazy it is that we would run into each other! Drawing for your
followers is another awesome way to engage yourself and others in your work and acquire loads of
feedback so you know how everyone sees your art. It sounds like you are dedicated to your craft, and I
would like to know more about your art and the artists which you have reached out to. It would also have
been great to hear about some other ways that Instagram that you are getting yourself out there. Art has
many websites and groups, even on Facebook, that are incredible at sourcing people together, and
providing a base for networking.
Response to Stephen Mejia
LinkedIn is a very popular networking website,
which makes it an emasculate choice for your
journey. It is very neat that AIGA.org exists
because it gives creatives like you an outlet to
talk to others in your field or similar fields. It
inspires me to investigate something similar for
gaming and game development as well; I will
also have to join Google Design. I am in the
same boat not knowing anyone (yet) to mentor
me, but I agree that those are wonderful places
to start, and it takes some work to know good
connections. A saying from Michelle Obama,
“…success doesn’t count unless you’ve
earned it fair and square.” (Obama, 2016)
Hopefully I will see you in some of the groups
online, as while I am on campus, I plan to
attend online groups still and stay in the
Discord chats. The AIGA Conference would be
a lot of fun, even though I am not a Designer,
it would still be amazing to meet all the
professionals and make the connections there.
Being a Developer, I need the help of
designers to get anything done, without you,
we wouldn’t be able to develop anymore! Keep
up the excellent work with your networking plan, it is solid and will for sure work out for you!
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